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Plant Tours
Let CCPPA organize a plant tour
for your team. Member facilities
produce a wide range of concrete
pipe and precast products. Our
tours address:
• Quality Control
• Manufacturing QA Programs
• Dry cast manufacturing
• Wet cast manufacturing
• Three edge bearing strength
testing
• Hydrostatic testing
• Product examination.
Call 519.489.4488 or email
resources@ccppa.ca to book
your tour today.

Lunch & Learns
Educate your staff on topics such
as Protecting Yourself as a Gravity
Pipe Designer, the Marston
Spangler Method or PipePac
Software with a free Lunch &
Learn from CCPPA. You pick the
topic and invite key staff, and we
bring lunch and a 60-minute
presentation — at no charge to you.
Call 519.489.4488 or email
resources@ccppa.ca to book your
Lunch & Learn today.
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Manitoba Study Compares Culvert
Installation Techniques
In 2015, Manitoba Infrastructure (MI) and
the University of Manitoba (UofM) initiated
a study to evaluate alternatives for costeffective culvert installation techniques to
mitigate excessive road roughness caused
by bumps and dips at culvert locations.
Increased road roughness caused by
culverts can adversely affect ride quality
and create potentially unsafe driving
conditions. The roughness is the result of
culvert base materials settling/shifting
due to inadequate compaction, erosion of
the backfill or supporting materials,
differential frost heave in backfill and
surrounding materials, or the combined
effect of these factors. The impact of a
culvert’s settlement/movement on road
roughness is typically more pronounced
when the depth of cover is 2m or less.
CASE STUDY
A side-by-side installation study was conducted on
a provincial highway to compare various alternative
culvert installation techniques. The project consisted
of five newly-constructed through-grade culverts over
a 10km section of PTH 68, near the town of Arborg,
Manitoba. The location is about 120km north of the
City of Winnipeg. All installations were double barrel
reinforced concrete pipes (RCP) with diameters of
1500 to 1800mm each, respectively. PTH 68 is an
asphalt-paved, rural, two-lane highway with an average
frost depth of 2.5m. Traffic volumes are in the range of
1000 vehicles per day. The road structure is a 100mm
thick bituminous surface on approximately 500mm of
granular base. The subgrade is a high-plastic clay with
a typical moisture content of 25 percent.

Figure 1: U-Shaped thermistor strings around a culvert

Four innovative installation techniques were used in
varying combinations at the sites between September
and November 2015. The techniques included a longer
6:1 transition zone for open cut culverts, comparing
two backfill materials (native high-plastic clay versus
granular base), use of rigid insulation below the
culvert to reduce frost depth, and geogrid/geotextile
reinforcement installed in layers in the clay backfill.
Each site was instrumented with thermistor strings
and data loggers to collect continuous temperature
profiles in the vicinity of the culverts, and to monitor
frost depths. Strain gauges were installed in the
geogrid/geotextile reinforcement to assess the
mobilization and effectiveness.

continued on page 2
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Manitoba Study

continued from page 1

DATA COLLECTION and MONITORING
Pavement surface profiles and roughness were collected
immediately after construction, and are continuing to
be measured annually using a laser profiler. The profile
measurements and temperature data collection will
continue over the next two winters.
The initial results and analysis showed that the granular
backfill at the 6:1 transition zone is more effective in
reducing pavement roughness caused by excessive
settlement and/or differential frost heaving than the
native clay backfill. The addition of geotextile/geogrid
reinforcement and rigid foam insulation also reduced
roughness in the clay backfill locations.
The results of this study will allow MI and the UofM to
recommend best practices for cost-effective culvert
installations in a manner that enhances road safety,
and reduces surface roughness and its associated maintenance costs.

Leonnie Kavanagh, PhD, P.Eng.
Research Associate,
Civil Engineering, University of Manitoba

Figure 2: Completed Culvert Installation in 2015

Ahmed Shalaby, PhD, P.Eng.
Professor and Research Chair,
Civil Engineering, University of Manitoba
Walter Burdz, P.Eng., MBA
Executive Director,
Highway Engineering, Manitoba Infrastructure

PERFECT PIPE System Changing the Performance of
Sanitary & Storm Sewer Pipeline Systems
The Scottish Heather Development Inc. Subdivision Ph 3 in Brampton,
Ontario is the latest project to benefit from the long-term performance of
concrete pipe that arrives on site with a high density polyethylene (HDPE)
liner. The concrete pipe provides the strength to carry heavy loads from
overburden and traffic, and hydraulic design to collect and drain sewage
from the site and upstream communities. The liner protects the interior
concrete surface from the damaging effects associated with corrosive
gases and liquids that can form in a sanitary sewer system, including
Microbial Induced Corrosion (MIC).
The PERFECT PIPE system was included in the construction of Rivermont
Road, the north-south collector connecting Steeles Avenue and Heritage
Road. Rivermont Road is 30m in width, providing two traffic lanes in each
direction, and accommodating storm and sanitary sewers (among other
services and utilities). Installation of the sanitary sewer pipeline system
included 206m of 600mm diameter PERFECT PIPE installed at a depth
of 9.5m at a rate of 30m per day. Installation took place between April 26
and May 10, 2017.
The average trench width near the bottom of the pipe was measured as
1.8m. The trench wall was found to be rough and not maintained vertically
due to the pre-installation blasting of the bedrock. The width of the trench
tapered from the top of the pipe at an approximate 1:1 ratio. The trench
was sandwiched with 50mm thick flexible panels, and HL6 bedding
material placed to a minimum thickness of 150mm, continuing to the

PERFECT PIPE

crown of the pipe. Compaction of the HL6 is considered as a C 1 bedding
in accordance with CSA S6-14 Table 7.9. Sand fill was used to backfill
over the pipe with compaction of at least five passes using a plate tamper.
The installation is considered an equivalent to Type l installation in
accordance with Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code.
About PERFECT PIPE
PERFECT PIPE is manufactured to CSA A257.2 and OPSS1820
specifications. It is manufactured in various diameters that are 100%
protected by the HDPE liner. PERFECT PIPE has a lay length of 3m, 560mm
longer than traditional pipe. Con Cast Pipe utilizes its self-consolidating
concrete mix design which provides exceptional protection against the
shifting or separation of the concrete pipe from the HDPE liner. Every
liner is anchored to the concrete pipe by 900 homogeneously extruded
anchors per square meter. Each anchor provides 56lbs (250N) of pull-out
strength, ensuring that the liner stays in its intended position. The joint
system can withstand a constant internal pressure of 36 psi through the
combination of a dual jointing system that seals the liner inside the joint
of the concrete pipe. The PERFECT PIPE is supplied with two Swift Lift
lifting anchors located at the crown of the pipe, which are used for the
safe handling and installation of the pipe.
PERFECT PIPE is suited for deep sanitary sewer gravity applications.
Through the collaborative efforts of Con Cast Pipe, Con Drain Group, R.
J. Burnside & Associates Limited, and the approval of the Region of Peel,
the Scottish Heather Phase 3 project was an ideal project to demonstrate
the features, functions and benefits that PERFECT PIPE offers as an
infrastructure product.

Installation of PERFECT PIPE
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NEW Resource: The Precast Box & Culvert Guideline
Designing a culvert to cross underneath the highway? Not sure whether
a concrete pipe or precast box will convey the flows needed? Wanting to
use structural concrete to build durable, long-term infrastructure? Then
you will be happy to know there is a new technical reference to assist
you. The Ontario Concrete Pipe Association (OCPA) has just released its
Precast Box & Culvert Guideline to aid project engineers and designers
on the industry capabilities and
product requirements for precast
concrete boxes.

The Guideline is comprised of seven (7) main sections. In Section 4.3
Precast Culverts, different box types are explained such as the open
profile unit. This is an open bottom or three-sided box structure.
Due to its design, supporting foundations using footings are required
below each vertical leg of box. Open profile units have an environmental
appeal and are often used to minimize the impact to sensitive habitats.
In Section 5.4, the manufacturing
process is explained; including
reinforcing materials, Dry Cast
versus Wet Cast production, curing
of concrete, and quality control/
assurance.

Precast boxes are commonly known
as a versatile option in project
applications where site conditions
may forego the use of standard
circular concrete pipe. For example,
a large conveyance is required for
a warm water creek crossing
underneath the highway, yet there is
limited depth of cover over the culvert
which restricts the use of a large
diameter pipe. A precast box culvert
provides a good option for such an
application. Many specifiers of
culverts in Ontario are already familiar
with OPSS 18211 which details nine (9)
standard sizes of precast box ranging
in span from 1800mm to 3000mm.
But what are the options for design
engineers when a box size of greater
magnitude is required, or the design
earth cover parameters of OPSS 1821
don’t satisfy your project application?
The Precast Box & Culvert Guideline
is a technical reference that provides
insight into the design options and
manufacturing capabilities of an
industry well-invested in the supply
of small to large span structural precast concrete boxes in the province
of Ontario. The Guideline is an easy-to-follow resource tool intended to
address the common questions and inquiries posed by engineers.
Questions such as available box dimensions (i.e. span, rise), suitable
culvert layouts, handling and lifting requirements, box end treatments
and/or optional precast elements to supplement the culvert (i.e. headwalls,
wingwalls, etc.) and much more.

Of course, the Guideline falls short
of any experience gained by visiting
a manufacturer’s plant, but it will
assist in getting the box culvert
specified in the right direction. Later
on, you can contact OCPA or your
local precast manufacturer to get a
personal tour of how precast box
culverts are manufactured.
Other pertinent sections for the
project engineer include Definitions,
General Information, Manufacturing
& Quality Assurance, Specification
Requirements (i.e. joint treatment,
lifting & handling, culvert construction),
and, Purchase of Materials.
Lastly, the Guideline includes in its
Appendix a template specification for
precast boxes. Engineers needing
to create project specifications can
get a head start with this general use
template.
The Precast Box & Culvert Guideline
is available on the CCPPA website
(www.ccppa.ca). One can navigate to the electronic document by selecting
>>Precast on the homepage and then selecting >>Boxes.
The Guideline is free. Download it today.
References:
1 OPSS 1821, Material Specification For Precast Reinforced Concrete
Box Culverts

OCPA Sponsors OACETT AGM
Ontario Concrete Pipe Association was proud to be a sponsor of this
year’s Ontario Association of Certified Engineering Technicians and
Technologists (OACETT) Annual General Meeting. The AGM was held
at The Westin Trillium at Blue Mountain from June 1st to June 3rd, 2017

OACETT was incorporated in 1962 and was legislated under the Statutes
of Ontario by the OACETT Act of 1984. The Act recognizes OACETT as a
professional body whose main objective is to establish and maintain high
standards for the profession of Engineering/Applied Science Technology.
In December 1998, the provincial legislature passed the OACETT Act of
1998. The revised act includes a description of work for technicians and
technologists, giving members more recognition for the work they do.
OACETT is Ontario’s independent certifying body for engineering/applied
science technicians and technologists. The certifying arm of OACETT is
the Institute of Engineering Technology of Ontario (IETO). IETO’s panel of
expert members evaluates applications and registers engineering/applied
science technicians and technologists who meet recognized national
standards in education and experience.

Delivery of 600mm 140-D PERFECT PIPE.

OACETT is a non-profit, self-governing, professional association with
approximately 25,000 members and a 60-year history of certification in
Ontario. OACETT promotes the interests of engineering and applied science
technicians and technologists in industry and educational institutions, the
public and government.

OACETT confers the designations C.Tech. (Certified Technician) and C.E.T.
(Certified Engineering Technologist). These symbols of achievement in
engineering/applied science technology are legally protected for use by
certified members. The designations are recognized across Canada by
employers and other engineering professionals.
Concrete pipe and precast members across Ontario employ many
members of the Ontario Association of Certified Engineering Technicians
and Technologists.
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Assessments of Gravity Pipe Systems - Initial Pipe Cost
not the Primary Consideration

continued on page 5

Designing and building infrastructure to stay within budgets is a challenge
for all municipalities. Municipal and consulting engineers can sometimes
lose sight of project life and serviceability expectations when it comes
to gravity pipe storm drainage systems and sanitary sewers. Too often,
decisions are based on the initial cost of the pipe and not enough
consideration is given to the cost of proper installation, maintenance or
rehabilitation costs and service life. It is important to distinguish between
the terms “pipeline systems” and “pipe materials”. Pipeline systems
include the pipe material, couplings or joints, fittings, connections to
maintenance holes and embedment materials. A thorough pipeline
assessment would examine technical, financial and risk considerations.

OPSS 401 Construction Specification for Trenching, Backfilling, and
Compacting states, “Bedding material placed in the haunches must be
compacted prior to continued placement of cover material. Bedding
requiring compacting shall be placed in layers not exceeding 200mm in
thickness, loose measurement, and compacted to 95 percent of the
maximum dry density before a subsequent layer is placed. Bedding on
each side of the pipe shall be completed simultaneously. At no time, shall
the levels on each side differ by more than the 200mm uncompacted layer.”
OPSS 410.07.16.05 states, “Ring deflection testing shall be performed on
all pipe sewers constructed using plastic pipe”. Engineers should always
insist on deflection testing of the flexible pipe systems after installation.

Technical Assessment
Specifications and Standards: A technical assessment examines the
specifications and standards referenced in the contract documents. In
Ontario, typical standards and specifications are produced by agencies
such as Canadian Standards Association, Ontario Provincial Standards,
and American Society for Testing and Materials. A manufacturing
standard often references a standard for a test method or an installation
standard. For example, ASTM D3034 -15 Standard Specification for Type
PSM Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) Sewer Pipe and Fittings references ASTM
D2321-Standard Practice for Underground Installation of Thermoplastic
Pipe for Sewers and Other Gravity-Flow Applications.
ASTM D2321 references the engineer or his/her authorized representative
on site at least 25 times and makes him/her responsible for issues such
as:
• Trench widths
• Embedment densities
• Unstable trench bottoms
• Minimum cover for construction loads
• Field monitoring
• Establishing methods for controlling and monitoring
distortions of pipe, and
• Connections to manholes.
Engineers need to understand fully the ramifications of the entire
referenced standard.
Quality Control:
The engineer should establish what quality control programs are in place
by an industry to ensure that the quality of the product produced and
shipped to site is the quality that the engineer expected when he/she
specified the pipe material. In Ontario, all concrete pipe is produced at
plants that are prequalified under the Plant Prequalification Program for
precast concrete drainage products. The Plant Prequalification Program
covers all concrete pipe, concrete maintenance holes, catch basins and
fittings. Ontario Provincial Standard Specification (OPSS) 1820 Material
Specification for Circular Concrete Pipe requires manufacturers of
circular concrete pipe to possess a current Prequalification Certificate
issued under the Plant Prequalification Program.
Structural Design:
A structural failure of a culvert may result in a collapse of the highway
pavement. Structural failures are usually sudden with no warning to
drivers.
There are significant differences between how a rigid concrete pipe
and a flexible thermoplastic or steel pipe function. It is imperative that
engineers understand how a rigid pipeline system (concrete) functions
and how a flexible pipeline system (CSP, PVC, HDPE, PP) functions.
Furthermore, engineers must understand the differences between the
two systems. Without a proper understanding of gravity pipeline
systems, engineers may prepare inadequate material, installation and
testing specifications that ultimately result in premature maintenance or
failure of the systems.
It is critical to the success of a pipeline project that engineers understand
proper installation practices for rigid and flexible systems. OPSS 410
states, “Flexible Pipe means pipe that can deflect 2 percent or more
without cracking, such as polyvinyl chloride or polyethylene or steel pipe.”
They have little inherent strength and depend upon a properly installed
and compacted soil embedment to achieve the required design strength.
A flexible pipe installation will typically receive less than 10 percent of the
design strength from the pipe itself with the remainder being provided
by the soil embedment around the pipe. Loss of the embedment due to
washout or infiltration into the pipe (due to leaky joints or corroded pipe
walls) will cause the pipe to collapse.

Three Edge Bearing Strength Test of Concrete Pipe

This is usually done by manually pulling a deflection gauge or mandrel
through the pipe. Deflection testing should be carried out no sooner
than 30 days after the soil over the pipe has been installed to final grade.
Some municipalities, such as the City of Hamilton and the regional
municipality of Niagara, require a second test prior to final acceptance.
Rigid pipes, with inherent pipe strength, will crack before they are
deflected 2 percent. Rigid pipes receive additional support from the
bedding cradle underneath the pipe when they are installed. Reinforced
concrete pipe design is conservative and concrete pipes are regularly
overdesigned. A concrete pipe will usually provide more than sixty per
cent of the required structural strength with the remainder provided by
the soil embedment. All, or almost all, of the design strength is built into
the pipe itself. Strength of a 50D pipe would be acceptable for a particular
design but the engineer may specify 100D or 140D.
Water-tightness and joints:
The type of joints available and the water-tightness of the system can
have a major impact on the structural stability of the system.
Hydraulics:
The technical assessment should include the Manning’s ‘n’ roughness
coefficient of the pipe, actual inside diameter, deflection of a flexible
pipe and corrugation growth in externally corrugated thermoplastic pipe
products. If a culvert fails to perform as a conduit due to deflection,
clogging, or other factors, catastrophic failures can occur, including a
complete washout of the culvert, or washout of the embedment soils
around the culverts. Washouts in turn cause a collapse of the culvert
pipe and the pavement above.
Financial Assessment:
Cost of Supply: Initial pipe cost should be considered in a financial
assessment but the engineer is cautioned not to limit his/her decision
solely to initial costs.
Cost of proper installation: Proper installation is essential especially with
regards to flexible pipeline systems since they require approved
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Assessments of Gravity Pipe
Systems

continued from page 4

embedment materials, appropriate trench widths and the correct level of compaction
completely around and over the pipe.
Maintenance Costs: What maintenance costs, if any, are anticipated over the design
life of the project? How do maintenance costs affect the initial pipe material choice?
Service Life versus Project Design Life: The engineer needs to decide what the
expected life of the project is and then assess the available pipe materials to determine
which products have a service life that equals or exceeds the project design life.

They’re what we deliver to your projects.
Whether you require non-standard sizes, bridges, custom solutions or expertise on
how to address a challenging installation, we’re here to deliver. Partner with us and
let our team turn your toughest design challenge into our latest concrete solution.

concastpipe.com | 1 800 668 PIPE | sales@concastpipe.com

Risk Assessment:
Modes of failure: A risk assessment should look at the different modes of failures of
the available pipe products which include: buckling due to poor installation of flexible
pipes, corrosion of steel, combustion of thermoplastic plastic pipe, disjointing, flotation,
wash-out, abrasion, post-installation connections, and chemical attack.

Engineered Pipe &
Precast Solutions
UTILIZING THE BEST FEATURES OF
CONCRETE AND STEEL

The best risk analysis is to examine the historical performance of a product and
evaluate how well it has performed in similar applications with similar heights of
cover and traffic loads. Installing gravity pipe in trenches where the use of a trench
box or sheet piling is required by the Department of Labour poses challenges for
the engineer and the contractor, especially considering the proper installation of
flexible pipes.

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED TO
MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS
24/7 SUPPORT FROM DECAST’S
EXPERT FIELD SERVICES TEAM

Conclusions:
Municipalities can protect themselves from litigation due to failures of gravity pipeline
drainage systems by conducting comprehensive assessments of the pipeline systems
that they are using. Engineers can and should reduce their liability and protect the
public by:

Leading Infrastructure Solutions
T 705.734.2892 8807 County Road 56
TF 800.461.5632 Utopia, ON L0M 1T0
F 705.734.2920 decastltd.com

• Understanding rigid and flexible pipe design
• Requiring quality control programs for the manufacturing and testing
of pipe and raw materials
• Writing thorough installation specifications
• Requiring post-installation inspections
• Addressing trenching and safety requirements.

THE LEADER IN CUSTOM HEAVY PRECAST CONCRETE ELEMENTS

Mafe Pinzon, P.Eng. joins CIPWIE
Mafe Pinzon, P.Eng., Region
Engineer for Manitoba and
Saskatchewan with the Canadian
Concrete Pipe & Precast
Association (CCPPA), has joined
the Committee for Increasing the
Participation of Women in
Engineering (CIPWIE). This
committee is part of Engineers
Geoscientists Manitoba.

coldstreamconcrete.com | 519.666.0604

CIPWIE monitors and works to
increase the participation of
women in engineering with respect
to recruitment, retention and
equity. CIPWIE builds community
and promotes diversity through
outreach and development
activities, research initiatives,
and networking opportunities.
Currently, approximately nine percent
of engineering members of Engineers
Mafe Pinzon, P.Eng.
Geoscientists Manitoba are women.
Women are an untapped resource
who can contribute to the engineering
profession and to society through engineering. The 30 by 30 goal is Engineers Canada’s
commitment to raising the percentage of newly licensed female engineers to 30 percent
by the year 2030.
CIPWIE is committed to assisting the Association in achieving the 30 by 30 goal and
to understanding and supporting the needs of Manitoba’s female engineering cohort.
Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba have created a Mentorship Program that will
support women during their engineering education and as they progress through their
careers. The Mentorship Program, which follows the upcoming academic year, intends
to pair up to 30 second- year female engineering students, one-on-one, with licensed
female Professional Engineers to engage them in a formal mentoring relationship,
allowing for opportunities to ask questions about the profession and share insights.

PROVIDING QUALITY PRECAST
PRODUCTS THROUGHOUT BC.
CONCRETE PIPE • OIL INTERCEPTORS • MUNICIPAL CAST IRON • BOX CULVERT •
3 SIDED CULVERT • MANHOLE & CATCH BASINS • BARRIERS • POLE BASES •
PRECAST MANHOLE BASES • CUSTOM PRECAST • STORMCEPTOR®

Call BC toll-free

1.800.667.9600 www.langleyconcretegroup.com

LANGLEY CONCRETE LTD PARTNERSHIP
20142 Logan Avenue Langley, BC V3A 4L6
Ph 604.533-1656 Fax 604.533-8191

LOMBARD PRE-CAST LTD PARTNERSHIP
661 Lombard Drive Victoria, BC V9C 3Y9
Ph 250.478.9581 Fax 250.478-0353
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30 by 30
Engineers Canada is working to increase the representation of
women within the engineering field through its 30 by 30 initiative.
This initiative has a goal of raising the percentage of newly-licensed
female engineers to 30 percent by the year 2030. Currently this
figure is at 17.2 percent, and has held steady at this rate over the last
three years. Thirty percent is universally held as the tipping point for
sustainable change—reaching 30 by 30 will help drive the shift in the
overall membership of the engineering profession as more and more
women continue to enter the profession.
30 by 30 has received national support across all provinces and territories.
Engineers Canada collaborates with engineering regulators and other
stakeholders to facilitate a national vision on this issue. Whether it is in
academic programs, places of employment or other areas, Engineers
Canada seeks to work with or recognize organizations that make significant
progress in increasing women in engineering.

Universities:
Undergraduate engineering programs are contributing to 30 by 30 by
supporting specific initiatives to increase the percentage of women among
their students. A few examples include:
University of Toronto: Women now account for 40.1 percent of first-year
students in U of T engineering programs—a record for the faculty and a
number that surpasses all other Ontario universities.
University of British Columbia: Nearly three out of 10 students in UBC’s
first-year engineering programs are women and UBC Engineering has set a
goal of 50 percent female enrollment by 2020.
York University: The Lassonde School of Engineering launched a $1.5
million-challenge to become the first engineering school in Canada to
reach a 50:50 gender balance.
University of New Brunswick: Engineering at UNB is adopting admission
practices that encourage all qualified female applicants to enter
into any engineering discipline of their choice.
Engineering regulators:
Engineering regulators have taken a number of steps to
increase the number of women in the engineering profession:
Engineers Canada and each regulator has assigned a
dedicated 30 by 30 champion.
Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba has formally adopted
30 by 30 as one of their organizational objectives.
Engineers Nova Scotia’s annual “Spotlight on Innovation”
event highlights the work and achievements of its female
members.
APEGNB hands out five Inspirational STEM teacher Awards to
K-12 educators that inspire the next generation of students.
APEGBC has developed a set of Human Rights & Diversity
Guidelines for its membership.
Photo Credit: Engineers Canada

M-Con Products Expanding
By Brett McChesney, P.Eng.,
M-Con Products
In the past two and a half years, M-Con Products in Carp, Ontario has
added 40,000 square feet of new production area as part of an exciting
new plant expansion and renovation. The batch plant has been replaced
with a state-of-the-art system which has expanded to include a third mixer
and all new storage silos that increased capacity by 33%. The expansion
has allowed for machinery to move to different areas for an increase in
production capacity and overall efficiency. The additional production area,
batching capacity and upgraded cranes have allowed for production
of larger products and greater quantities of standard products, resulting

in shorter completion times for big projects. Another new addition is the
Smartcast robotic system, which makes true monolithic pre-benched
maintenance holes, including optional precast drop structures.
In November 2016, M-Con Products welcomed five civil engineering
Masters and PhD students from Queen’s University for a tour of our Carp,
Ontario facility. The in-depth tour was led by Plant Manager Tim Underhill
and Engineering Manager Brett McChesney. The tour included a viewing
of drycast pipe production and wetcast chambers, a look at the Acrowood
and MBK reinforcing cage machines in action, a detailed look at the quality
control facilities, and a climb up into the tower of the new batch plant to
see how the ingredients are combined into quality concrete.
In December 2016, M-Con Products hosted a tour for 21 City of Ottawa
Construction Inspectors as part of their four-day General Inspection
Refresher Course. The comprehensive tour was very well-received and
provided great insight into varied products, allowing the inspectors to
directly apply what they learned to their daily on-the-job activities. Thanks
to the CCPPA for the use of their Sennheiser wireless headphone public
address system during the tour.
In April 2017, M-Con Products hosted a plant tour for the some of the
Quality Control and site inspection staff from the Tomlinson Group. The
group got to see how various products are made via both the drycast
and wetcast production methods as well as a tour of the quality control
lab. The group photo was taken in front of the new tipper purchased
for use in safely rotating large and heavy products from the “as-poured”
to “as-installed” orientation prior to shipping.
M-Con Products looks forward to continuing to effectively serve its
customers’ varied needs using expanded capabilities.

City of Ottawa Construction Inspectors
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MSU Mississauga Ltd.
Celebrates 40th Anniversary
Superiority
is a beautiful thing.
MSU Mississauga Ltd. is proud to celebrate its 40th year in business. This
impressive milestone is a result of the company’s continual efforts to be an
industry leader when it comes to customer service, product quality and the
ability to support and improve project results based on their expert level of
knowledge. Their dedicated approach to compliance, safety and customization
helps their customers ensure that the products and services they receive from
MSU Mississauga Ltd. will save time, money and effort.

You’ve designed the structure. You’ve stamped the plans. And yes, you’ve assumed the liability. So
think twice about specifying ﬂexible drainage pipes. Because when you spec ﬂexible a structure has
to be built around the pipe. With Forterra reinforced concrete pipe, you buy a structure. Durability.
Peace of mind. Not to mention, engineering advice and technical support from experts who have
the knowledge to get it right. And that’s a beautiful thing.

Canadian Made

G ROU N DE D I N ST R E NG T H

Download our free ebook, Top 10
Reasons to Specify Concrete Pipe,
at forterrabp.com/topten.

forterrabp.com

With a 96% customer satisfaction rate, MSU
Mississauga Ltd. believes in building long-standing
relationships that are supported by trust,
communication and transparency. With 40 strong
years in the industry, they have many loyal customers
who continue to choose MSU Mississauga Ltd. for
services including product design and manufacturing,
customization, and consulting on project challenges
that require unique solutions.
Reaching a milestone of this nature is a team effort.
MSU Mississauga Ltd. thanked their long standing
customers earlier this year by providing them with
personalized thank you cards and an anniversary
gift to mark the 40th year in business. They have also had special branded clothing
produced for employees with a new 40th anniversary logo.
MSU Mississauga Ltd. will be celebrating their 40 year achievement throughout the
year, while remaining committed to the way that they have always chosen to do business.
Looking back on 40 years of success shows that commitment to reliability and a
willingness to look at the bigger picture has helped the company grow and expand.
The range of products and services offered by MSU Mississauga Ltd. is quite vast and
they will continue to build on this in order to serve what their customers need.
“Over the past 40 years, we have truly enjoyed working in this industry and
with our customers. We hold ourselves to a very high standard, where quality
always prevails, and aim to be an industry catalyst for positive change. We
have helped our customers succeed by getting them what they need when it
comes to water and wastewater projects and look forward to continuing to
do so for many years to come,” says Virginia Junkin, President of MSU
Mississauga Ltd.
MSU Mississauga Ltd. opened in 1977 specializing in the design and manufacture of
safety climbing products, such as ladders, climbing rungs and access handles for the
water and wastewater industries. Over the years, they have responded to client demand
and expanded their product offerings to now include access hatches, platforms, trash
baskets and many water and wastewater industry specific products. MSU Mississauga
Ltd.’s quality management system is an ISO compliant system which assures
consistency and quality from the design stage to procurement, manufacturing and
shipping. They have also been certified by the Canadian Welding Bureau (CWB) to weld
aluminum and stainless steel for over 25 years.

Providing Precast Solutions to
Underground Infrastructure in Western Canada

www.lafarge-na.com/pipe

The world needs concrete solutions

The MSU Mississauga Ltd. website provides detailed information about available
products, the company’s commitment to quality and an eCatalogue complete with
specifications and solution options. To learn more, contact MSU Mississauga Ltd. at
www.msumississauga.com or call 905-823-4340.

Providing a more resilient infrastructure… That’s our job.

Jude Tremblay. P.Eng. Joins CCPPA
Jude Tremblay, P.Eng., joined the Canadian Concrete
Pipe & Precast Association as a Technical Resources
Engineer (TRE) on July 24th, 2017.
Jude is based in Kingston, Ontario. His position covers
Eastern Ontario, a new territory at CCPPA, in adding to
the existing TRE positions.

Pipe
Vancouver

Calgary

604 269 6700

403 279 5531 780 448 1351

Jude Tremblay, P.Eng.

Edmonton

Winnipeg
204 334 4300

CONCEPT | DESIGN | SOLUTIONS
With the most diverse product line in the industry,
we can help you with your infastructure needs.

Jude worked with Lafarge Canada Inc. for 24 years in
the ready mix concrete and aggregates business. His
most recent position at Lafarge was General Manager
for East Central Ontario.
Subsequent to Lafarge, Jude worked for Anchor
Concrete Products Ltd (Kingston) as Vice President,
Sales, Engineering and Logistics for almost four years.

Pipe

We provide design consultation,
engineering support, and
custom designs for any project.
We are Ontario’s leading manufacturer of
underground precast concrete products.
M-CON PRODUCTS INC.
2150 Richardson Side Road
Carp, Ontario K0A1L0
T. 613.831.1736
F. 613.831.2048
Toll Free. 1.800.267.5515
sales@mconpoducts.com

mconproducts.com

M-CON PIPE & PRODUCTS INC.
2691 Greenfield Road
Ayr, Ontario N0B1E0
T. 519-632-9112
F. 519.632.7440
Toll Free. 1.866.537.3338
salesayr@mconproducts.com

PG8

businesspipeline
Concrete Pipe/Drainage Products Producer

Gaskets and Connectors

Coldstream Concrete Limited
Location: Ilderton, ON
Tel: 519-666-0604
Fax: 519-666-0977
Email: rsbrown@coldstreamconcrete.com
Website: www.coldstreamconcrete.com
Contact: Robert Brown

Hamilton Kent
Location: Etobicoke, ON
Tel: 1-800-268-8479
Fax: 416-674-6960
Email: bergre@hamiltonkent.com
Website: www.hamiltonkent.com
Contact: Bernard Gregoire

Con Cast Pipe
Location: Guelph, ON
Tel: 1-800-668-7473
Fax: 519-763-1982
Email: sales@concastpipe.com
Website: www.concastpipe.com
Contact: Brian Wood or Jason Spencer
DECAST Ltd.
Location: Barrie, ON
Tel: 1-800-461-5632
Fax: 705-734-2920
Email: jtully@decastltd.com
Website: www.decastltd.com
Contact: Jim Tully
Forterra Pipe and Precast
Locations: Whitby, Cambridge, Ottawa
Tel: 1-888-888-3222
Fax: 519-621-8233
Email: leo.steffler@forterrabp.com
Website: www.forterrabp.com
Contact: Leo Steffler
Inland Pipe/Ocean Pipe
Locations: Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Winnipeg,
Vancouver
Tel: 1-800-268-0785
Fax: 403-261-6751
Tech Inquiries: Justin Arnott
Email: Justin.Arnott@LehighHanson.com
Website: www.inlandpipe.com

Press-Seal Gasket Corporation
Location: Fort Wayne, IN
Toll-free: 800-348-7325
Cell: 617-803-1750
Email: mtomkinson@press-seal.com
Website: www.press-seal.com
Contact: Matt Tomkinson

Reinforcing Steel
Laurel Steel
A Division of Harris Steel ULC
Location: Burlington, Ontario
Tel: 800-265-6811
Fax: 905-634-7888
Email: grant.fraser@laurelsteel.com
website: www.laurelsteel.com
Contact: Grant Fraser

Langley Concrete Group
Locations: Langley, Victoria & Chilliwack, BC
Tel: 604-533-1656
Fax: 604-533-8191
Email: pipeman@langleyconcretegroup.com
Website: www.langleyconretegroup.com
Contact: Mark Omelaniec

Stepcon Industries Inc.
Location: Mississauga, ON
Tel: 1-888-783-7266
Fax: 905-897-6001
Email: stepcon@on.aibn.com
Website: www.stepconindustriesinc.com
Contact: Michael Greer

Rainbow Concrete Industries Ltd.
Locations: Sudbury, ON
Tel: 1-800-461-6281
Fax: 705-566-4813
Email: sales@rcil.ca
Website: www.rcil.com
Contact: Boris Naneff

The CCPPA will participate in the Transportation Association
of Canada (TAC) 2017 Conference and Exhibition in
St. John’s, Newfoundland from Sunday September 24 to
Tuesday September 26, 2017.
This year’s conference expects to welcome over 1,000
delegates and their companions.
TAC is a not-for-profit, membership-based association
that provides a neutral forum to exchange ideas and
information on technical guidelines and best practices
related to the Canadian transportation and roadways
sectors. TAC promotes the importance of transportation
to Canada’s economic well-being, as well as safe, secure,
efficient and environmentally and financially sustainable
transportation services.

StelCrete Industries Limited
Location: Niagara Falls, ON
Tel: 1-866-924-0837
Fax: 905-735-3955
Email: bhansen@stelcrete.com
Website: www.stelcrete.com
Contact: Bob Hansen

Safety Climbing Equipment

M-Con Pipe & Products Inc.
Location: Ayr, ON
Tel: 519-632-9112
Fax: 519-632-7440
Email: dgalloway@mconproducts.com
Website: www.mconproducts.com
Contact: Doug Galloway

CCPPA to Exhibit at TAC’s 2017
Conference and Exhibition

Numesh Inc.
Location: Laval, PQ
Tel: 1-800-363-0847
Fax: 450-663-9049
Email: michel.mongeau@numesh.com
Website: www.numesh.com
Contact: Michel Mongeau

LafargeHolcim
Locations: Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Thunder Bay
Tel: 780-410-3675
Fax: 780-410-3699
Email: amir.azizi@lafargeholcim.com
Website: www.lafargecorp.com
Contact: Amir Azizi

M-Con Products Inc.
Location: Carp, ON
Tel: 1-800-267-5515
Fax: 613-831-2048
Email: sales@mconproducts.com
Website: www.mconproducts.com
Contact: Carlo Taverna

CCPPA news

MSU Mississauga Ltd.
Location: Mississauga, ON
Tel: 1-888-220-2213
Fax: 905-823-4947
Email: sales@msumississauga.com
Website: www.msumississauga.com
Contact: Virginia Junkin

Precast Manufacturing
Equipment and Accessories
Mel C. Marshall Industrial Consultants Inc.
Location: Delta, BC
Tel: 604-943-8512
Fax: 604-943-2738
Email: melmarshall@telus.net
Website: www.precastconcretebc.com
Contact: Mel Marshall or Braden Marshall
J D Industrial Sales
Location: Cambridge, ON
Tel: 519-267-4340
Cell: 519-841-2554
Fax: 888-463-7598
Email: drewblack@jdindustrialsales.com
Website: www.jdindustrialsales.com
Contact: Drew Black

Some Concrete Examples Of Our Products, You Provide The Concrete

E: sales@msumississauga.com
TF: 1-800-268-5336

